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Denray down draft tables are an industry
leader in wood, metal, and many other dust
control applications.Denray tables are specially
suited to control dust during sanding, routing,
cutting, and finishing of wood, fiberglass and
plastics as well as welding, grinding, polishing,
and cutting of metal products. Our tables and
booths help clean the ambient air for an all
around cleaner, safer, and more healthy work
environment.

Clean Air Solutions For:
Marble • Granite
Fiber Glass • Routing
Glass • Rubber
Plastics • Wood • Fabric
Finished • Carbide
Mixing • Polishing
Sanding • Routing • Metals
VISIT US IN ATLANTA AT FABTECH!

WWW.DENRAY.COM• 1-800-766-8263
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Picking Up the Pace of

Production
With Customized Timers

Application-specific digital timing systems help manufacturers
increase the speed of production by establishing the tempo and
allowing workers to monitor progress against it.

When it comes to production and assembly lines, every second counts, and
finding a way to squeeze more out of existing resources often requires more
than exhortations from management. For some companies, it means putting the employee “on the clock.”
For many companies the pace of production falls into a natural rhythm or
tempo, often dictated by the earnestness of the workers and, to a lesser
degree, the complexity of the work.

However, the established, natural pace of production can quickly become
an ongoing problem if workers at stations become bottlenecks or slow
others down the line. This can be particularly exasperating if management
perceives that the work could have been completed faster with a little more
focus and effort at various points along the line.

Even if there are no obvious bottlenecks or slows and overall production
speed is considered “adequate,” the question then becomes: what cost-saving and other ancillary benefits could be achieved if production could be dialed up by 25% or more, for example, without adding more workstations or
personnel? In other words, would there be a benefit to picking up the pace?
One way to optimize the flow of products and increase overall production pacing, while also providing a convenient form of reference for both
employees and management to consult, are digital timing systems, or Takt
timers.
The term Takt is based off the German word “Taktzeit,” which roughly

translates to “keeping a beat.” The concept behind these particular timing
systems is to set an easily comprehensible and digestible form of pacing that
can help a manufacturer increase production.
Digital timing systems are typically comprised of various components: LED

displays that provide key information to workers such as
target pace, actual pace, deviation, efficiency rates, and

of DG Electric, admittedly knew little about Takt timing
systems. He considered creating a system from compo-

count downs/ups, auditory indicators, sensors and even
background software and keypads to establish the settings.

nent parts, but quickly realized the amount of time would
be prohibitive and the final product less sophisticated. So

cess, as well as different needs related to production, these
are not “off-the-shelf” systems. Instead, timing systems are

programmable timers, counters and displays for industrial
customers.

Because each manufacturer has a unique production pro-

often built to meet the specific needs of each application.
As a result, Takt timing systems must ideally be extremely
accurate, easily programmable, and adaptable to a wide
range of activities.

DG Electric, an electrical contracting firm for industrial
facilities based in Kansas City, MO., installed a digital timing
and counting system developed by Alzatex Inc. at the request of a new company executive that wanted to establish
a higher pace of production for the remanufacturing of
train brakes. The executive had successfully increased
production in other companies using timers.
At the time, Donavan Ginnings, the owner and operator
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he conducted some research and discovered Alzatex, a
company that specializes in creating highly customized and

For this project DG Electric had clear and specific requirements from the customer regarding what it wanted for its
production line. They wanted a system that would display

an easily adjustable timing goal that both management and
employees could consult. The system also needed auditory
cues (a bell), visual displays, a count-back-down timer, the
ability to recognize break and lunch times and the ability
to list specific start and stop times. Because there were
multiple workstations in the client’s facility, the timing
system needed to be one that could be viewed (or heard)
by operators on the floor while they were working.
According to Ginning, the customer’s goal with the timing
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system was to give operators an easily understandable pace
of production they could follow. If product demand slowed
or increased, management at the firm could adjust the
timing accordingly.

Alzatex was able to deliver a system that met all the
requirements and the “customer is quite pleased,” says
Ginning.

that are inherently unique to that particular industry:
there’s very little ramp-up time, the product is time-sen-

sitive and a large number of the employees are seasonal.
Therefore, Leader Creek Fisheries required a system that
could help them establish an efficient production rate to
handle a large volume of product in the shortest possible
period of time.

Norm Van Vactor, formally the general manager of Lead-

In addition, Leader needed a system that could quickly
showcase to new employees the preferred processing rate

system in a production facility.

only on site for six weeks or so before the season ends.

er Creek Fisheries in Naknek, AK, from 2008-2012, fully
understands the benefits of utilizing a timing and counting
During his time with Leader Creek Fisheries, the company was undergoing an important transition: the company
originally specialized in heading and gutting salmon, but
the company was aiming to refocus on producing filets—a
product that Van Vactor notes “takes a lot more labor and a
lot more skill.”
Furthermore, there are also several logistical challenges

8

and general time goals. After all, training time was limited
as many of the employees arrive for seasonal work and are
Alzatex was called upon to create a timing system that
would meet all these needs. The final system utilized an
integrated and custom counting and timing set-up that
was designed to accurately count the total number of units
moving through the production system, as well track the
production rate and establish overall timing goals.

Van Vactor could set the production rate and goals per pro-
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cessing line, and both timing and rate goals would appear
on displays on the production floor. Operators could look at
the monitors and discern their current rate, and also what
their ideal rate should be over their respective shift period.

“They can also look at the monitor and see that their buddy
five feet away is meeting his goal and meeting his standard,” says Van Vactor, adding that the system helped to
promote friendly competition. “So there’s a visual rein-

forcement incentive as for what everyone is doing,” he says.
If someone was working too slowly – or very quickly – and
causing a “log jam” further down the line, managers and
operators could look at the system’s displays to identify
adjustments that needed to be made.

If an employee was new, the system could be used to set
incremental goals to help speed up progress while also
maintaining quality. The timing system could be accessed
digitally, so managers had immediate remote feedback
regarding the real-time progress of each section of the
production line.

10

The system allowed for incentives as well. If operators met
their pacing goals or exceeded them on a shift or workday

basis, the company would add additional time off, increased breaks and also add bonuses to the end of the work
shift.
“So it really inspired a great deal of teamwork and it was
never really construed as a management tool to just drive

production,” says Van Vactor. “It was seen as a tool of
efficiency and to make sure that everybody was doing their
fair share and that it was all a team effort to make sure the
plant ran well.”
Regarding results, Van Vactor notes that setting a steady
pace helped to ramp up production. “I think without question that [the] product allowed us to do 20 to 25 percent
more production a day,” he says.

For more information, contact Alzatex, Inc.; 6400 SW 213th
Avenue; Aloha, OR 97007; (503) 642-9693; (888) 808-4452;
Fax: (503) 649-6539; sales@Alzatex.com or www.Alzatex.
com.
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Dillon Jaw
Forming
Ring
Grips Entire
Workpiece More
Uniformly to
Maximize Jaw
Life on Cutting
and Forming
Operations To
be Featured in
Houstex Booth
#2127
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The Dillon jaw forming ring is an easy-to-use tool that provides a more
uniform grip on the workpiece thereby maximizing jaw life for
cutting and forming operations. Mounted in direct contact with
the top jaw, the Dillon jaw forming ring preloads the chucking
system. Jaw life for requalifying or reforming is maximized
by lessening the amount of jaw stock removal required
during parts set-up. Use of the device will provide a
jaw surface true to the machine centerline, reduce
set-up times and increase up-times for running machined parts. Dillon Jaws support a wide variety
of industries including aerospace, agriculture,
automotive, consumers, coal, oil and gas, construction, machine tools, mining, paper, rail
and wind energy.
Jaw forming rings are available for 5”, 6”, 8”,
10” and 12” power chucks. They are capable
of a wide range of OD and ID jaw formation.
Self-centering action provides equal pressure on all jaws. The Dillon jaw forming ring
is the only tool of its kind to compensate for
“jaw lift”, even in worn chucks, which results
in better parts concentricity.
Dillon Manufacturing, Inc. manufactures a
complete line of standard and custom workholding solutions including chuck jaws, chucks,
vises jaws, soft jaws, hard jaws, collet pad jaw
systems, chuck lubrication and more. With ample
production capacities and processes, Dillon can
manufacture large production runs of special jaws
with the same speed and accuracy as the smaller
production lots. All products are made in the USA
and Dillon is ISO 9000:2008 registered. For additional
information visit www.dillonmfg.com, e-mail sales4@
dillonmfg.com, call (800) 428-1133, or write Dillon Manufacturing, Inc., 2115 Progress Drive, Springfield, OH 45505.

Riveting Giants Join Forces
POP and Avdel, two brands that literally wrote the book on blind fastening, are joining
together to become the largest provider of such fasteners in the market.

STANLEY Engineered Fastening, a Stanley Black &
Decker company, has announced that it is joining two
of the most famous brands in blind fastening, POP and
Avdel, into a single entity. The new brand, which will
be known as POP Avdel from this point forward, is now
the largest in the market and will produce the broadest
line of specialty engineered structural and non-structural blind fastening systems in the world.
These iconic brands are the largest and the oldest in
blind fastening dating as far back as 1933 for POP
and 1936 for Avdel. This union is designed to create
an integrated product line with combined experience
of almost 160 years. The merger promises to lead to
even more innovative fastening solutions in the future
as well as a consolidation and streamlining of existing
product lines to help manufactures build more structurally-sound products.

Industries that stand to benefit most from this consolidation globally include automotive, ground transportation, recreational equipment, appliances, electronics,
energy, medical equipment, HVAC and steel constructions.
POP brand rivets are one-sided fastening devices that
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offer superior assembly performance over screws
when joining two or more components that can be
made of different materials. The rivet is inserted into
a pre-drilled hole through the parts to be joined. Then
a specially designed tool is used to draw the center pin
(stem) into the rivet body. In doing so, the blind end of
the rivet expands to create a secondary “closing” head
to clamp the workpieces together. At an engineered,
predetermined breaking point, the stem snaps off. The
joined parts are then held firmly in place.

Within the industrial world, Avdel has wielded significant influence in its own right with its broad line of
fasteners and tooling solutions which include: Speed
Fastening® systems; breakstem and lockbolt systems;
blind threaded inserts; Self Pierce rivet fastening systems; sealing plugs; as well as installation equipment
and assembly stations.
Historically Famous Innovators

The consolidation of POP Avdel brings together two
industrial giants that literally created the blind riveting
industry, from the earliest days of the 20th century.
The earliest concept of the POP rivet as a method for
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one-sided “blind” fastening was patented in 1916 by
Major H.V. Wylie while working for British aircraft
manufacturer Armstrong Whitworth. Later, between
1928 and 1934, the George Tucker Eyelet Company, a
subsidiary of United Shoe Manufacturing Company, fully
developed the blind POP brand rivet.
In the 1930s, the aviation industry began transitioning
from wood to metal structures. The joining of these
metal parts called for a new generation of fasteners and
accompanying tools to replace conventional rivets, which
required access to both sides of the part. Blind rivets
provided the ideal solution because the installer only
needed to access one side of the two parts being joined.
The effectiveness of the POP riveting system was
evidenced by the production of 3 billion rivets between 1939 and 1945. Countless British and American
aircraft were assembled and repaired with blind rivets
during World War II. After the war, blind rivets became
a commercial success as a fastener for sheet metal and
plastics used in the automotive, appliance manufacturing and building sectors.
In close parallel with POP’s success, Aviation
Developments Limited was founded in 1936 to
manufacturer a range of “speed” fasteners, specifically
for the burgeoning aviation industry. Soon afterward, the
company shortened its official name to Avdel.

aircraft, especially fighter planes such as the famous
Spitfire, the system still enjoys wide use throughout
the world today.

In recent years the trend towards new assembly materials
such as composites, high-strength thin gauge steels, and
die-cast magnesium presented new challenges. Avdel has
been at the forefront of product development to meet
these new requirements by launching solutions like
NeoSpeed, Versa-Nut threaded inserts, Maxlok lockbolts, Rivscrew PL, and Klamp-Tite.

With the joining of POP Avdel and other strategic acquisitions, STANLEY Engineered Fastening has emerged
as one of the world’s leading fastener manufacturers.
The company currently employs more than 5,000 employees in 27 operating facilities along with a worldwide network of authorized distributors in over forty
countries.
In addition to POP Avdel, the fastener brand portfolio
includes such globally recognized names as HeliCoil,
Tucker, Dodge, Gripco, Spiralock, Assembly Technologies, Warren, Nippon POP Rivet (NPR), and Masterfix.
For more information, contact STANLEY Engineered
Fastening, 4 Corporate Drive, Shelton, Connecticut;
Phone: (203) 925-2260; Fax: (203) 925-2279; or www.
StanleyEngineeredFastening.com.

Avdel quickly introduced its Chobert Speed Fastening system. Employed during the war on many new
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Ready for the Global
Green Rush?
By Del Williams

The growing renewable energy sector spurs a need for
reliable, low-cost manufactured parts to compete with
fossil fuels without subsidies or regulation
18
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Globally, renewable energy is near a tipping point. It is
poised to move from subsidized, regulated alternative
energy to clean, green renewable energy able to compete
head-to-head with fossil fuels and nuclear based on price,
with or without inconsistent subsidies or regulation.
“Renewable energy provided an estimated 19% of global
final energy consumption in 2012, and continued to
grow in 2013,” states a Renewables 2014 Global Status
Report, by REN21, an international nonprofit renewable
energy policy network. According to the report, “China’s
new renewable power capacity surpassed new fossil
fuel and nuclear capacity for the first time” and “in the
European Union, renewables represented the majority of
new electric generating capacity for the sixth consecutive
year.”
While the global growth of the renewable energy sector
is undeniable, much of that
growth has been aided by energy
support policies at the national,
state, or local level. Unfortunately
when such aid is inconsistent,
withdrawn, or the falling cost
of fossil fuels makes renewable
energy less competitive,
renewable energy companies can
face slack demand which disrupts
their business model.

energy subsidies and supportive regulation come and go,”
says Paul Eisenhuth, President of CEWA Technologies, a
Wyomissing, Pa.-based developer of concentrating solar
power dishes and solar tracking technology to produce
sustainable thermal energy and electricity. “Green energy
will really ramp up when it meets affordable mass scale
price points without unreliable subsidies.”
One challenge of renewable energy innovators,
particularly start-ups, is that while they aim to efficiently
convert natural resources into energy, they often have
limited resources and manufacturing expertise.
“As a renewable energy start-up, I don’t have the time,
capital, or expertise to build sufficient manufacturing
capability from scratch,” says Eisenhuth. “Not when high
fixed costs in facilities, equipment, and trained labor, or
underutilized capacity, could sink the business.”

To truly sustain a global green
rush in the renewable energy
sector, what’s needed now is
reliable manufacturing capability
able to drive down cost and ramp
up parts production to mass
scale, along with consultative
manufacturing partners that
can help reduce overhead,
and improve design and
manufacturability.
Moving Beyond Subsidies

“The biggest hurdle in the U.S. has
been price because renewable

20
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Fortunately, renewable energy OEM’s latest competitive
advantage, it turns out, is one-stop, domestic outsourcing
of precision metal fabrication, which is much more
efficient than doing it all in-house or subcontracting to
layers of vendors, each taking their slice of profit and
adding weeks of lead time. Full-service metal fabrication
under one roof can, in fact, help reduce overhead,
improve design and manufacturability, and streamline the
renewable energy OEM’s supply chain.

Instead of manufacturing in-house or working with
layers of vendors, from the start of product development
Eisenhuth chose to work with Summit Steel and
Manufacturing, a Reading, Pa-based metal component
fabrication provider. The company offers a full-range
of services from 2D and 3D laser cutting, CNC turning/
milling, Swiss machining, and centerless grinding/
polishing to bending/forming, powder coating, robotic
and manual welding, and assembly.

“In talking with their engineers,
we determined there’s a better,
cheaper, faster way to build
our highly polished aluminum
dish, the heart of our unit,”
says Eisenhuth. “We’d planned
to press the dish using a
hydroforming process from a
single aluminum sheet, which
has high start up costs.”

“Instead, Summit developed
a forming jig process to weld
aluminum dish pieces together
that costs one-tenth the
hydroforming at low quantities,
saves more at higher volumes,
and is at least as fast,” says
Eisenhuth.
When CEWA Technologies
needed a prototype part to
keep their test development
program running, with critical
funding at stake, their fullservice metal component
fabrication provider rushed
them the needed part.

22
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“Our whole testing program
was at a standstill until a
prototype piece was made
for one of our supports,” says
Eisenhuth. “I expected it
to take two weeks, but they

helped us design and draw it and got it to me in three
days. We successfully continued our test program and
saved our funding.”

Today CEWA Technologies relies on their full-service
metal component fabrication provider for 2D laser
cutting, bending/forming, drilling, welding, powder
coating, assembly, and shipping sub-assemblies direct to
the customer.
According to Eisenhuth, one of CEWA’s large solar
concentrator dishes is capable of delivering 33.5 kW of
thermal power, 14 kW of electricity or a combination of
the two. Both their large and small solar concentrator
dishes are designed to meet the power, hot water, HVAC
and process heating needs of industrial, institutional,
commercial, and agricultural customers.
Eisenhuth says that partnering with their full-service
metal component fabrication provider has enabled
his company to produce solar concentrator dishes at a
price competitive with fossil fuels without government
subsidies.

“We cut about six months off our development timeline
working with Summit, going from prototype to finished,
commercial product,” says Eisenhuth. “Working with
them saved us at least $500,000 in development costs
with an accelerated product development timeline and
improved approaches to fabrication.”

According to Eisenhuth, it makes sense for renewable
energy OEMs, particularly start-ups, to outsource
their parts manufacturing to a reliable full-service
partner that can not only help improve their design and
manufacturability but also flexibly meet demand, bring
down their unit price, and enable quick production ramp
up.

Compared to waiting on multiple vendors in multiple
locations shipping around product to be finished,
Eisenhuth finds that relying on a one-stop, full-service
vendor optimizes his manufacturing and supply logistics.
“We’re saving about 15 to 20 percent in costs by
eliminating unnecessary layers of subcontractor profit,
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shipping, packaging, accounting, and follow up,” he
estimates. “We’re also saving at least 4 to 6 weeks of
delivery time.”

Eisenhuth says CEWA Technologies further saves by
working with a large metal fabrication company like
Summit Steel that can purchase raw materials at milldirect pricing.

Smaller machine shops typically buy in small quantities
from metal service centers that include a middleman
mark-up. Larger metal fabricators, on the other hand,
have the buying power to purchase large quantities direct
from the mill. These savings are then passed along to the
OEM.
For Eisenhuth, there is one additional competitive
advantage to working with a one-stop shop: simplifying
CEWA Technologies’ quality auditing. “Instead of having
to track and audit several vendor subcontractors, I
can monitor one full-service vendor,” says Eisenhuth.
“That gives me one point of contact to quickly resolve
any potential quality, production, or delivery issues, if
necessary, without subcontractors pointing the finger of
blame at someone else.”

According to Eisenhuth, a business model will finally
catapult the renewable industry past sporadic fits and
starts: renewable energy innovators that focus on their
core competence of system design and marketing, while
partnering with reliable full-service parts manufacturers
to lower unit cost and ramp up production.
“When the renewable energy industry finally ramps up
production to mass scale at a price competitive to fossil
fuels regardless of subsidies or regulation, the global
green rush truly begins,” concludes Eisenhuth.
For more info, call 610-921-1119; Fax 610-921-3251;
email SummitSales@SummitSteelinc.com; visit www.
summitsteelinc.com; or write to Summit Steel and
Manufacturing at 1005 Patriot Parkway, Reading, PA
19605.
Del Williams is a technical writer based in Torrance,
California.
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